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An artist of great vision and energy, David E. Davis, The Sculpture

only the Northeast Ohio region but all of Ohio, its contiguous

Center’s founder, experienced first hand the manifold difficulties

states, and the Province of Ontario. Now referred to as W2S, this

confronting an aspiring sculptor. He held a deep grasp of the

series supports the careers of promising sculptors by invigorating

physical challenges inherent in producing three-dimensional work

their momentum and promoting their professional and artistic

and personally understood the unique barriers sculptors encounter

development. Unique among its kind, the W2S series provides

while advancing their careers. As a successful artist in his later years,

opportunity for a sculptor to heighten their profile, prompting leads

Davis established The Sculpture Center with the express mission to

toward gallery representation, graduate school admission, university

ameliorate intrinsic disadvantages sculptors face in their practice,

positions or tenure, and, most importantly, a maturing of their

especially during the early years of their development.

artistic oeuvre through the creation of new work, free of external
constraints. This year, The Sculpture Center’s commitment to early
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exacting environment. Since its launch in 1989, The Sculpture Center
has presented four or more solo exhibitions by early career sculptors

Many art professionals would agree that sculpture in its expanded

each year, slowly expanding the program’s scope to include not

conception is currently in the driver’s seat of contemporary
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art. Today sculpture demonstrates an unparalleled capacity

Ron Lambert’s exhibition House Wear investigates cultural constructs

superficially “readable” objects. Leach’s sculptures create a

the viewer and the objects. The surfaces reveal the trace of her

to accommodate nearly all forms of artistic expression. As an

in the form of the built environment, which he portrays as a futile

balancing act between resolved, accessible images complete with

hand, un-obscured by the application of glaze, further increasing

increasingly flexible medium, sculpture is well positioned to absorb

effort to control nature. Moments of sublime experience, both

comprehensible narratives and the underlying yearning to tip off

the immediacy of the work and thereby fostering the full range of

contemporary art practices that are inherently difficult to categorize,

awe-inspiring and terrifying, confirm the ultimate failure of

balance, to maneuver oneself into an unresolvable conundrum, to

a viewer’s empathetic, vicarious response, our sensory perceptions,

including those that emerge from electronic technologies and

progress—the endless, fleeting, and impermanent flux of

explore the absurd (some of the objects quote Samuel Beckett),

and psychological projections.

time-based media. Sculpture, it seems, is capable of fostering nearly

contemporary society—to create beauty and perfection. Lambert’s

and to pose questions to which there are no answers—effectively

any manner of new forms, broadening the nature of its field via the

work is introspective and contemplative, hinting at the profound

submerging oneself in proverbial “hot water.” Using commercially

medium’s ever-widening definition. The four sculptors featured in

yet troubled relationship between nature and culture. In his artist’s

available, culturally significant icons, such as plaster casts of classical

this W2S exhibition season are no exception to these expanded

statement, Lambert recounts the instant “when we encounter

sculptures juxtaposed with hand-crafted, as well as found objects,

concepts of sculpture.

something so breathtaking that for a brief moment our lives are

Leach layers dialectic propositions to such an extent that only the

taken off course.” It is from this perspective that Lambert confronts

naked synthesis remains.

In Fragments of Reconstruction and Longing, John Seefeldt merges
interactive and electronic media with traditional plastic means to explore
the digital environment from new perspectives. Drawing upon an
experiential understanding of our contemporary media-focused

the viewer with familiar domestic settings, subverting these to
expose the underlying, awe-inspiring, even shocking workings of
the cosmos as the experienced reality of contemporary life.

the mission first articulated by our founder David E. Davis almost
three decades ago, it is our hope that you will find these exhibitions
deeply stimulating, enjoyable, and enlightening.
–Robert Thurmer

In Weighing the Sunset, Ashley Lyon presents hand built ceramic
shapes depicting disconnected human forms that reference the
remains of classical statuary from great museums across the globe.

culture, Seefeldt invites viewers to reflect upon the fluid nature of

Jim Leach presents us with distinctly enigmatic objects and

Contrary to the classical fragments which we understand and

memory and the past. He uses familiar objects, spaces, and relationships

juxtapositions in the spirit of the altered readymade pioneered by

appreciate as objects of cool contemplation and critical scrutiny,

as intermediaries while also combining or contextualizing less familiar,

Marcel Duchamp, Man Ray, and the Dadaists. His exhibition at The

the haptic immediacy of Lyon’s tactile forms, the heavily pigmented

highly designed, manufactured and virtual realities based on game

Sculpture Center, Staying Healthy, is on view contemporaneously

clay bodies she employs, and the modernist positioning of each

technologies (3D-printed components, custom electronics,

with an exhibition at the Hamiltonian Gallery in Washington D.C.,

artifact invites the viewer to respond empathically, from the inside

specialized software, interactive projection, and sound) into an

Hot Water. Both indicative of an overall dialectic that defines

out, suggesting a sensation of what it must be like to be the form

installation that spans the entire gallery.

Leach’s practice, Staying Healthy and Hot Water each feature

rather than merely to see the form. Nothing intervenes between
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In 2016, as The Sculpture Center continues to fulfill and enhance
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House Wear

January 15 - March 4, 2016

Ron Lambert examines the history of old homes, decaying structures, and how humans relate to the
concept of “protective shells.” His sculptural installations pose such questions as “What is a house?”
and “Must buildings last as long as they do?” Beside the window, in a punning reference to the Euclid Avenue
Gallery’s storefront exhibition space, Lambert provided the fictive remnants of a defunct business with a
shadowy graphite window sign—a forgotten, flickering fluorescent light fixture. This business was as
unsuccessful as the houses in the gallery. Reversing the sign’s orientation to reference the notion that this
structure will wear itself out, Lambert appears to gesture toward the often fruitless labor humans expend
to keep their dwellings from succumbing to decay and the anxiety of maintaining a safe home.
Lambert’s experience renovating buildings and discovering odd, one-off items—such as underwear
shoved into old cracks—reformulates the concept of deterioration. Lambert suggests that houses
have abnormal secrets and even develop tumors, illustrating this idea by including objects such as
hair and teeth, which spill awkwardly from the walls of his constructed dwellings. To treat these
“diseased” structures, the infected portions have been cut out and placed on display.
The 2010 Nashville flood vividly exposed the artist to what happens when water enters a home and
“stuff” starts to grow. There are calcified teeth embedded in the walls and siding. Resin collects like
sap in pockets of vinyl; black polyps fester, as if the exhibition is deteriorating. These ideas culminate
in a three-quarters sized construction surfaced in white vinyl siding, a monument to suburban
mediocrity, sliced open to reveal its structure from flooring to roof. Inside black stalagmites and
stalactites reference hollow bird bones. The artist disorients the viewer’s sense of scale and
perception by including a window through which we see a room with a small rocking chair and
braided rug—an image that is actually a photograph, once again distorting scale. Collectively, the
scaled-down and inadequate framing and the dented vinyl siding lay bare the illusion of quality and
permanence offered by the built environment of so many American homes.

–Jimmy Kuehnle
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Ron Lambert (b. 1975) is Assistant
Professor at Bloomsburg University,
PA. He earned his BFA at the
University of Connecticut (1997)
and an MFA from the School
of Art and Design at Alfred
University (2004). He has exhibited
his work at galleries in Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Virginia, Kentucky, and
Washington. His video works have
screened in festivals around the
world, including in Canada, Ireland,
Brazil, and Hungary.

Fragments of Reconstruction and Longing

January 15 - March 4, 2016

John Seefeldt’s exhibition, Fragments of Reconstruction and Longing, creates a unique aesthetic experience
by developing a framework for human interaction. Based on analog photographic data and the factual
locations of a constructed virtual world, Seefeldt’s installation abstractly references the classic “choose your
own adventure” game, effectively tapping one’s propensity for nostalgia, curiosity, and melancholy.
Upon entering the space, participants encounter three attenuated forms with which the player must
engage while hunting for clues to decipher. The center pedestal presents “users” with their first choice of
interaction: visitors must select and explore one of three different data cards, each of which will create a
distinct scenario about memory and process. Next, the player places the card into one of two stations
where the data is rediscovered in a virtual landscape. Then the viewer can access diverse recorded
fragments from the same card at either the “Longing” or the “Reconstruction” stations. Here Seefeldt’s
content includes specific yet randomly selected photographic memories or facts. The viewer explores
photographs, maps, and virtual information about the locations where these photographs were
committed to memory; significantly, there is no right or wrong choice or sequence one must follow.
By exploring the card at both stations, users are invited to excavate meanings that resonate on a
personal level. In so doing, they develop individual non-linear narratives based on how they associate,
interpret, and overlay their own experiences with the mediated content Seefeldt presents. The third
card references each of the two stations, documenting the artist’s actual process of creating these
systems. The act of making—and making meaning—is a contextual thread layered throughout the
work. Seefeldt’s process—his choices regarding form, sound, and environmental design—engage
each of the senses, immersing the viewer in navigable fragments of memories, allowing each
participant to unearth their own reminiscences.

–Margarita Benitez + Markus Vogl
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A native of Ohio, early career expanded
media artist John Seefeldt (b. 1981)
is Assistant Professor of Interactive
and New Media in the Departments
of Art and Design at Loyola University,
New Orleans. He received his BFA
from the University of North Carolina
at Asheville (2010) and a MFA from
Western Carolina University (2013).

Being Healthy

March 18 - May 20, 2016

It began with flowers. Roses dunked in resin, cinched to a plinth, drooping under the weight of blue
plastic. Now the roses, a sentiment of floral language and love, reside entombed in an oozy-looking
shell. Many of the works in Jim Leach’s exhibition, Being Healthy, function like this: as signs or symbols
filled with complex meaning that is muffled, diverted, or otherwise undermined.
Jim Leach does not believe in perfect forms of communication; words, objects, and gestures are mere
approximations, offerings interpreted by recipients. His sculptures reflect distinct misapprehensions,
illustrating the ricochet of incomplete signals that humans send to one another across time and space.
This process of encryption is at work in Eroica (2015), a sculpture comprised of two figurative white
objects, a bag of Styrofoam scraps, and a wooden plinth. Here Leach made molds of modified originals,
casting these as plaster reproductions—one a classical bust of Napoleon shrouded in plastic, the other
from packaging that protected a small-scale reproduction of the Venus of Arles. In their primary context,
the Napoleon and Venus sculptures communicated power and refinement but as replicated miniatures
ripe for kitsch consumption, their current form sabotages the original’s grandeur. Leach’s sculptural
interpretations further distort, and similar to the finale of a childhood game of telephone, an echo of the
exemplar remains, but the meaning is corrupted.
A little like assembling facts for an elusive research project or solving a riddle, throughout Being Healthy,
the viewer identifies available signs, middle-class odds and ends, cookie jars, and homemade radios,
slowly deciphering the implied, sometimes sinister syntax via inversions or proximity to other objects, all
the while attempting to interpret or translate. Leach challenges and empowers the viewer by placing us
in the role of translator. Examining his assemblages, we experience the familiar as strange, coaxing some
essential meaning, only to make the strange familiar once again.

–Sarah Kabot
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Jim Leach (b. 1988) earned his
BFA from Kent State University
in 2011 and an MFA from the
Rinehart School of Sculpture at the
Maryland Institute College of Art
in 2014. In 2015 he attended the
Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture and began his term as a
Hamiltonian fellow in Washington,
D.C. His work has been exhibited
in solo and group exhibitions in
Baltimore, Brooklyn, Philadelphia,
and Cleveland.

Weighing the Sunset

March 18 - May 20, 2016

Arranging her sculptures formally as if in a boutique or museum, Ashley Lyon’s matte, cheerfully
colored objects rest atop several low, broad pedestals centered between her intimate black and
white drawings. Weighing the Sunset marks Lyon’s first use of extensive color. The installation, as well as
each individual object, is quiet, slightly faded, and optimistic. Lyon hand builds each ceramic sculpture
from memory, inviting distortions from failed recollections, incomplete perception, and accidental
changes that occur in the studio. She isolates crucial story elements, discarding the rest, leaving only
disconnected objects and body parts. Mom (2016), for example, combines a “poodlesque” coiffure,
the plasticity of a Hillary Clinton mask her mother once wore on Halloween, as well as Addam’s Family
anthropomorphism and the artist’s current hairstyle. Without a head or body, this yellow mop acts, in
Lyon’s words, as a “vessel accruing all this narrative,” one as specific and elusive as memory itself.
The relationship of Lyon’s objects to her family and her California upbringing hints of emotional intensity.
Connected and disconnected, Lyon’s sculptures manifest as multiple layered snippets caught in
continuous time travel, expressing and re-presenting moments from the past, present, and future. Lyon
originally imagined becoming a poet, a sensibility she reveals through potent, concise observations that
lack concrete, fleshed out narratives, an approach that allows the viewer to formulate their own story.
Lyon’s drawings, too, are extracted images altered through a personal lens—haunting backdrops that
highlight the dimensionality of her colorful sculptures. Framing the space where Lyon displays her
ceramic objects, the drawings tether a vast range of story fragments to a reality that feels as familiar as
it is foreign. For Lyon, working in clay remains her focus. As the artist has described, “Clay allows me…
just the right amount of push back.” Granting her control and lack of control, the medium of clay,
Lyon concedes, provides her “perfect balance.”
– Elizabeth Emery
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Ashley Lyon (b. 1983) earned her
BFA in Ceramics from the University
of Washington, summa cum laude,
and an MFA in Sculpture + Extended
Media from Virginia Commonwealth
University. She is Co-founder and
Co-director of The Belfry, an artistrun exhibition space in Hornell,
NY, and Assistant Professor at New
Jersey City University, Jersey City. Her
work has been exhibited nationally
and internationally.
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Ron Lambert
House Wear

Jim Leach
Staying Healthy

Ashley Lyon
Weighing the Sunset

Internal Pressure 2015. Wood, vinyl siding, plaster, acrylic, digital
print, tar-paper, resin, 108 x 53 x 108 in.

Good Boy 2016. Plaster, gauze, steel mesh, fabric, wood, resin,
artificial flowers, ratchet strap, fake fruit, found industrial handles,
72 x 36 x 18 in.

Right Eye for a Statue 2015. Alabaster, obsidian, illemite, copper,
silver, resin, wood, 2 ½ x 5 x 5 in.

Corner Leach 2015. Wood, vinyl siding, plaster, 65 ½ x 35 x 48 in.
Follicle 2015. Wood paneling, hair, plastic, 13 ½ x 16 in.
House Wear 2015. Wood, steel, lights, motor, 54 x 8 x 36 in.

John Seefeldt
Fragments of Reconstruction and Longing
Fragments of Reconstruction and Longing 2016. Wood, fabric,
3D printed components, custom electronics, custom software,
interactive projection, and sound. Size variable.

Les Rêves du Jour 2015. Found cane, wood, respirator, 52 x 22 x 16 in.
Conflict Resolution 2016. Wood, found cookie jar, 30 x 18 x 48 in.
I Want Those Nanoparticles 2016. Steel mesh, plaster, gauze, wood,
resin, graphite, paint, light socket, 68 x 24 x 68 in.
CowRadio 2015. Wood, salvaged copper and steel wire, Solo cup,
spring clamp, salvaged speaker, 60 x 10 x 24 in.
The Nature of the Incident 2016. Found mirror, oil paint, insulation
foam, fresco surface, 82 x 82 x 72 in.
Plastic Mother 2014. OSB, resin, ratchet strap, real flowers,
60 x 20 x 6 in.
Eroica 2015. Hydrocal, plaster, wood, Styrofoam, plastic bag,
42 x 48 x 38 in.
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Pink Leg 2016. Pigmented clay, 19 x 22 x 9 in.
Black Satin 2016. Pigmented clay, 5 x 20 x 17 in.
Elizabeth’s Knees 2016. Pigmented clay, 6 x 10 x 9 in.
Olmec 2016. Pigmented clay, 6 x 10 x 9 in.
Blue Stockings 2016. Pigmented clay, 6 x 9 x 6 in.
Mom 2016. Pigmented clay, 14 x 12 x 11 in.
Attenuation 2016. Fired clay, acrylics, 18 x 21 x 11 in.
Summer 2013. Fired clay, terra sigillata, chair, 24 x 20 x 14 in.
California Rattlesnake 2016. Porcelain, latex paint, 5 x 16 x 16 in.

Ocean 2016. Pigmented clay. 4 x 16 x 22 in.
Jack’s Arm 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Dubuffet’s Sponge 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Odalisque 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Rope 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Sunburn 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
L’enfant 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Lucha Libre 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Robe 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Slow Ghost 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.
Cutout 2015. Graphite, 17 ¼ x 24 in.

Peak Shift 2016. Fired clay, acrylics, 14 x 55 x 12 in.
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Essayists
Jimmy Kuehnle (on Ron Lambert)

Sarah Kabot (on Jim Leach)

Jimmy Kuehnle is Assistant Professor, Foundation Department, at
the Cleveland Institute of Art. His projects have been featured in
solo and group exhibitions nationally and internationally, including
at The Sculpture Center when Inflatable Wonderland Labyrinth of Joy
premiered as part of the 2013 W2S Emerging Artist Series. In 2008
Jimmy earned a Fulbright Graduate Research Fellowship in Japan.
In 2016, Kuehnle was awarded a Cuyahoga Arts & Culture Creative
Workforce Fellowship and also premiered new inflatable sculptures
at a solo exhibition at the Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, NY.

Sarah Kabot has exhibited her work nationally and abroad. Her honors
include residencies at the Headlands Center for Art, CA; UCross, WY;
and a 2016 Cuyahoga Arts & Culture Creative Workforce Fellowship.
In 2013, Sarah completed two large public art commissions in
Ohio. She is currently Associate Professor and Chair of the Drawing
Department at the Cleveland Institute of Art in Ohio. Her exhibition
Enough was on view at The Sculpture Center in 2009 as part of the
W2S Emerging Artist Series.

Margarita Benitez and Markus Vogl (on John Seefeldt)

Elizabeth Emery earned an MFA from Alfred University and a BA in
Art History from the University of Pennsylvania. Her work has been
exhibited nationally and internationally and is included in public
collections including Metro Health, Westin Hotel, and Columbus
Public Library. In 2015 Emery received an Ohio Arts Council
Individual Excellence Award and a Dave Bown Award of Excellence.
Her exhibition, promise, it’ll only take a minute to stop, was featured
at The Sculpture Center in 2012 as part of the W2S Emerging
Artist Series.

New media and data artists Margarita Benitez and Markus Vogl
(known collectively as //benitez_vogl) mix high and low tech to
explore 3D printing, musical interfaces, data visualizations, and
transformations of the human form through concepts of biomimicry.
Their collaborative research was presented at the 2014 International
Symposium on Wearable Computers Design Exhibition at Seattle’s
EMP where their project S.A.R.A. received the aesthetic design jury
award. Their exhibition {skin} D.E.E.P. - Digital Ephemeral Epidermal
Patterns premiered at The Sculpture Center in 2014 as part of
Machined Senses.

Elizabeth Emery (on Ashley Lyon)
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Foreword
Robert Thurmer

Editor
Indra K. Lacis

Robert Thurmer’s work has been featured in one-person exhibitions
in Paris, France; Stuttgart, Germany; and the Hudson River Museum,
New York; as well as in exhibitions in Beijing, China; St. Petersburg,
Russia; Cleveland, OH; New York, NY; Chicago, IL, and elsewhere in
the U.S. Since 1990, Robert has served as Executive Director of The
Galleries at Cleveland State University where he also teaches fine
arts and museum studies courses.

Indra Lacis is Director of Exhibitions at the Richmond Center for Visual
Arts, Gwen Frostic School of Art at Western Michigan University.
Previously Indra served as Emily Hall Tremaine Curatorial Fellow at
the Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland (2007 - 2010), editor of
Arthopper.org (2014-2016), and curatorial research assistant at the
Cleveland Museum of Art (2015-2016). She has curated exhibitions at
such Cleveland institutions as MOCA, SPACES, The Sculpture Center,
and Zygote Press. She earned her PhD in contemporary art history
from Case Western Reserve University in 2014.

Executive Director + Chief Curator
Ann Albano
Since 2006 Ann Albano has served as Executive Director + Chief
Curator of The Sculpture Center. Her previous positions include
Director of Exhibitions and Registrar, MOCA Cleveland; Supervisory
Paper Conservator, National Museum of American History,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.; and Assistant Paper
Conservator, Museum of Modern Art, NY. She holds an MA and
Advanced Certificate in Art Conservation from the Institute of
Fine Arts, New York University.

Photographer
Jacob Koestler
Jacob Koestler is an artist and musician from Johnstown, PA, who
holds an MFA from Ohio University’s Photography and Integrated
Media program. His photographs, videos, and multimedia installations
focused on postindustrial narratives have been exhibited and
published internationally. He is co-founder of the artist collective
My Idea of Fun. He works as the Technical Specialist and Adjunct
Instructor at the Cleveland Institute of Art’s Photography & Video
Department.
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hamiltonian gallery
Jim Leach

Hot Water

Hamiltonian Gallery, Washington, DC
April 2-May 7, 2016

The Sculpture Center and the Hamiltonian Gallery share the mission
of support for early career artists. Inaugurating our first collaboration,
Robert Thurmer, board member, Exhibition Committee chair, and a
BFA sculpture professor of Jim Leach, engaged in a public dialogue
with Leach for his Artist Talks at both The Sculpture Center and the
Hamiltonian Gallery.
The Hamiltonian Gallery is a dynamic space in the heart of one of
Washington, DC’s fastest-growing neighborhoods. In partnership
with the two-year long fellowship program, Hamiltonian Artists is
a 501(c)3 organization dedicated to advancing the professional
development of emerging visual artists.

Board Directors and Officers

Interns and Work-Study Students

William Barrow
Jamal Bryant
Marc Ciccarelli, President
Bernice Sapirstein Davis
Jackie Derrow
Ron Dewey
Frank Garritano
Justin M. Hess, Treasurer
Susan Braham Koletsky
Steven Mattlin
Laura Nagy, Vice President
Joseph M. Shafran
Janet Schwartz Shapiro
James Snyder
Tina Snyder
Robert Thurmer
Virgil Villers

Sage Byham
Julia Faubel
Danielle Gavorski
Heather Molecke
Emily Rake
Ryan Siebenaller

Photography by Michael Schiffer
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Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation

The W2S 2016 catalog is generously made possible by a
grant from the Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation and partial
funding from the National Endowment for the Arts. The 2016
W2S series was directly supported by Art Works of the National
Endowment for the Arts and the John P. Murphy Foundation.

The Sculpture Center is grateful for the additional support
from the Bernice and David E. Davis Art Foundation, the Davis
Sculpture Foundation, The Cleveland Foundation, The George
Gund Foundation, the Callahan Foundation, the Char and Chuck
Fowler Family Foundation, studioTECHNE|architects, Sculpture
Center board members, and many individual donors who are
Friends of The Sculpture Center. The Sculpture Center is also
publically supported in part by the residents of Cuyahoga County
through a grant from Cuyahoga Arts & Culture and a sustainability
grant from the Ohio Arts Council.

The George Gund Foundation
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